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Aguaruna is a Jivaroan language of north Peru. It is spoken in the eastern foothills of the Andes and shares 

some typological features of both Andean and Amazonian languages (cf. Dixon & Aikhenvald 1999, Payne 

2001). The existence of phonemic nasality and nasal spreading are well-documented areal features of 

Amazonian languages (Bruno et al. 2008). 

Quite different phenomena of nasal spreading and prosodies have been described for Amazonian languages. 

Overview of phonological system and syllable structure 

Aguaruna (Awajún, Iinia Chicham) is a Jivaroan
2
 language spoken by about 40-50,000 people, most of 

whom live in areas of native title along the Marañón River and its tributaries in Amazonas, Peru.
3
 

Phoneme inventory 

Aguaruna has a fairly typical Amazonian phoneme inventory. Stops are voiceless, with no contrasts other 

than place. Affricates contrast with fricatives in most positions. There is only one liquid /ɾ/, freely varying 

with [l], with highly limited distribution (<5 lexemes). The glottal stop is similarly rare, appearing in only 

three lexemes. An archiphoneme /N/ is limited to syllable-final position and forms a homorganic cluster with 

following consonant (transcribed as m, n, ŋ as appropriate). In contrast to other analysts, we do not treat the 

velar nasal [ŋ] as a phoneme, see Overall (2008) for full discussion. There are four vowels, including the 

high central vowel /ɨ/, and accent placement and nasality are contrastive. 

 Labial Alveolar Postalveolar Velar Glottal 

Stop p t  k ʔ 

Affricate  ts tʃ   

Fricative  s ʃ  h 

Nasal m n    

Flap  ɾ    

Glide w y (=j)  ɰ  

Table 1: Aguaruna consonant phonemes 

 

 Front Central Back 

High i ɨ u 

Low  a  

Table 2: Aguaruna vowel phonemes 

 

                                                           
1
 This talk is based on work that I have done for a paper I am writing with Rebecca Hanson, whose contribution to the 

ideas presented here is gratefully acknowledged. An earlier version of this talk was presented on 25 April 2012 at the 

Amazonicas 4 conference hosted by the Catholic University (PUCP) in Lima, Peru. 

2
 Katan (2011) proposes to replace the term Jivaroan with Chicham (=’word, language’) as the name for this family. 

3
 There are also titled communities in Loreto, San Martín and Cajamarca. 
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Allophony 

The most surprising allophonic rule is that the phoneme /h/ has the syllable-final allophone [ŋ].4 The history 

of this phoneme is discussed in detail in Overall (2008). Briefly, Proto-Jivaroan had two phonemes, a glottal 

*/h/ and a rhotic */R/. Although it is not clear what the precise phonetic nature of the rhotic was, evidence 

from loan phonology suggests it was not a flap [ɾ] or lateral [l], but perhaps a trill [r]. In the modern 

languages other than Aguaruna, these two phonemes have been retained as /h/ and /ɾ/. In Aguaruna, they 

merged to give a single phoneme /h/, with syllable-final allophone [ŋ] in the variety spoken on the Marañón 

River. The /h/ arising from proto *R is often associated with nasality in adjacent vowels. The Aguaruna flap 

/ɾ/ is unrelated to that of the other languages, and the few lexemes containing it are not cognate with words in 

the other languages. 

Word-final /m/ and /n/ may be elided in rapid speech, this does not appear to be relevant to the issues 

discussed in this paper. In the following example, the expected surface form of the first word following 

apocope is [
m
batʃitan]. 

(1) [
m
batʃita ʃiŋ ɨtsa ɨtsakɨs] � 

 batʃita-na shiiha ɨtsa ɨtsakɨ-sã   

 machete-ACC well REDUP sharpen-SBD.3.SS 

 ‘sharpening a machete well…’ 

 

Syllable structure and vowel elision 

The analysis adopted here follows Overall (2007) in assuming the following underlying syllable template: 

(C)V(N) 

The underlying syllable has an optional onset of at most one consonant, an obligatory monovocalic nucleus, 

and an optional coda that must be an unspecified nasal /N/. The unspecified nasal consonant always appears 

in homorganic NC clusters and takes the place features of a following stop or affricate. 

Adjacent vowels form complex nuclei (synaeresis). Vowel elision operates on certain CV syllables (details in 

Overall 2007) resulting in closed syllables and consonant clusters. 

When the onset of a syllable that has its vowel elided is part of a homorganic NC cluster, it too is elided 

leaving only the N. 

(2) bu.kiN.ti > bu.kin.ti > bu.kint > [bu.kin] 

 ‘suri, palm grub’ 

cf. bukiNti-na [bu.kin.tin] 

 suri-ACC 

So for a surface form ending in [m] or [n] it is not possible to know whether it is underlyingly NV or N.CV; 

compare kuntin ‘animal’ < /kuntinu/ 

                                                           
4
 This allophonic rule does not operate in the variety of Aguaruna spoken along the Nieva River, where /h/ surfaces as 

a glottal fricative regardless of its position in the syllable. 
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Note that this process applies to stops but not the affricates /ts/, /tʃ/, which may form NC codas: 

(3) ma.huN.tʃi > ma.hun.tʃi > ma.huntʃ 
 ‘freshwater crayfish’ 

Following synaeresis and elision the syllable template is 

(C)V(V)(C) 

with the additional possibility of a complex coda that must consist of NCaffricate, that is [nts] or [ntʃ]. 

(C)V(V)(NCaffricate) 

 

Phonemic vowel nasality 

Aguaruna shows phonemic vowel nasality that is associated in surface forms with a domain consisting of 

contiguous vowels [i, ɨ, u, a] and glides [w, y, ɰ].
5
 Nasality appears to have a low functional load, and 

minimal pairs are few. When discussing nasality, speakers almost always cite the following pair: 

(4) a. [ỹãỹã] �� 

  ‘rata (rat)’ 

 b. [yaya] �� 

  ‘estrella (star)’ 

A morpheme that consists only of nasalising the final vowel of a subordinate verb form marks third person 

subject. This contrasts with zero-marked first person plural subject: 

(5) yapahu-ki-N [yapaŋkĩ] � 

 be.hungry-PFV-3.SS 

 ‘(he) having got hungry’ 

(6) yapahu-ki-∅ [yapaŋki] � 

 be.hungry-PFV-1PL.SS 

 ‘(we) having got hungry’ 

Nasal spreading 

Morphological alternations show that nasality is underlyingly a property of a subset of the domain, and 

spreads within it. I label the spreading domain a nasal span when it is nasalised and an oral span when not. 

(7) tu-ĩ-ya mina-wa [tũw̃ĩỹã minawa] �� 

 where-LOC-ABL come.IPFV-3 

 ‘where is s/he coming from?’ 

(8) ɨtsã akaɰa-ĩ [ɨtsã akãɰ̃ãĩ] � (two speakers) 

 sun set.IPFV-1/3.DS 

 ‘as the sun is setting’ 

                                                           
5
 Note that Overall (2007) analyses glides as positional allophones of vowels. 
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The domain of spreading consists of vowels /i, ɨ, u, a/ and glides [y, ɰ, w]. Spreading is blocked by 

consonants other than glides (but see note about /h/ below!) and word boundaries. 

(9) waha-ĩ [wahãĩ] � 

 stand.IPFV-1/3.DS 

 ‘as he was standing…’ 

Nasality is not triggered by, nor does it spread through, nasals /m, n/. 

Nasality associated with /h/ 

The /h/ arising from proto *R is often accompanied by nasality in adjacent vowels, the /h/ from *h less so. 

This suggests that there may have been a distinction between h and h̃ at some point, and others have 

discussed this. I have found no evidence for a synchronic phonemic distinction. Of course nasality associated 

with /h/ is not unusual in Amazonian languages (cf. Payne 2001). 

 

For the purposes of this paper I follow Overall (2007, 2008) and assume that whatever the historical source, 

nasal vowels adjacent to /h/ synchronically have the same properties as other nasal vowels. 

 

NC cluster formation 

Nasal vowels may alternate with homorganic NC clusters: 

(10) ɨtsã-tu-ta [ɨtsantut] 

 sun-VR-NR 

 ‘to shine’ 

(11) ỹãw̃ã-ka [yawaŋ] 
 dog-TOP 

BUT not all nasal spans trigger NC cluster formation. 

(12) kayuk [kãỹũk] �� 

 ‘añuje (agouti)’ 

NOT [kayuŋ] as we would expect if NC cluster formation applied. 

(13) tu-ĩ-ya-ita-pa [tũw̃ĩỹãĩtpa] �� 

 where-LOC-ABL-COP-2 

 ‘where are you from?’ 

NOT [tuwiyainpa]. Compare: 

(14) tu-ĩ-ki [tuwiŋ] 
 where-LOC-RHET 

 ‘I wonder where?’ 

It looks as if NC clusters are formed only by underlyingly nasal vowels, and not by those that result from 

spreading. All root internal nasal spans that fail to trigger NC cluster formation comprise more than one 

syllable; this suggests an analysis by which the first syllable nucleus is the underlying locus of nasality: 
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(15) /kã.yu.ka/ > [kã.ỹũk] 

So [+nasal] cannot be analysed as an autosegment floating over a domain and producing a nasal span, 

because NC cluster formation shows that some vowels behave “more nasal” than others. 

The facts can be captured by analysing nasality as a property of a single syllable, which spreads phonetically 

within a domain. NC cluster formation must happen before spreading, as it bleeds the latter process. In fact, a 

more parsimonious analysis would ascribe vowel nasality to the unspecified nasal /N/ described above. 

Under this hypothesis the archiphoneme /N/ surfaces as a homorganic nasal in an NC cluster when followed 

by a stop (a, b) or affricate (c) and as vowel nasality otherwise (d). 

(16) a. nuNka [nuŋka] ‘land’ 

 b. hɨNpɨ [hɨmpɨ] ‘hummingbird’ 

 c. tsuNtsu [tsuntsu] ‘water snail’ 

 d. ɨtsaN [ɨtsã] ‘sun’ 

This idea was proposed by Payne (1978), who says: 

“El hecho de que, en aguaruna, un morfema con una consonante nasal en un ambiente se realiza por 

medio de vocales nasalizadas en otro contexto, da soporte adicional a la hipótesis generativa de que 

la nasalización vocálica resulta de la pérdida de una consonante nasal subyacente.” (Payne 1978:30) 

A final point about nasality is that it can be very difficult to hear, and native speakers are not always clear 

about whether a given vowel is nasal or not. Previous analysts have noted the low functional load of nasality 

in Jivaroan languages, and the instability of nasal/oral contrast. Payne (1978: 16) cites Turner as saying: 

“El contraste es incontrovertible entre las vocales orales y las nasales. Más allá de esto, es difícil decir 

nada definitivo acerca de la nasalización. Si bien un hablante dado es habitualmente consistente, hay 

una variación considerable entre hablantes con respecto a qué vocal específica es nasal y cuál oral en 

un enunciado dado. Las vocales en algunas palabras son invariablemente orales, en otras 

invariablemente nasales; aparte de éstas, sin embargo, hay un número considerable que fluctúa.” 

[Note that Payne cites Turner (1958:14-15) but this text does not appear to be a translation of any portion of 

that paper. It may perhaps come from Turner (1957), an unpublished dissertation which I have not seen. 

Turner (1992) does not go into that level of phonological detail.] 

And Payne (1978) constructs an elaborate and somewhat counterintuitive generative process that involves 

obligatory nasal spreading followed by optional denasalisation, with the result that any segment or 

combination of segments in a nasal span may surface as nasal. 

 

Denasalisation 

I will describe THREE denasalisation processes, two of which apply to consonants and one to vowels/glides. 

I am open to debate as to whether any or all of them can be conflated. 

Denasalisation does not feature in the other Jivaroan languages. The difference apparently goes back some 

time – Beuchat & Rivet (1909:811) state that “Le d n’existe comme son initial qu’en Aguaruna.” 

Consonant denasalisation 1 

The phonemes /m/ and /n/ have oral allophones [
m
b], [

n
d] that surface when followed by an oral span within 

the phonological word. This denasalisation process has a phonetic motivation in anticipatory raising of the 
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velum, and has been described as basically optional, with some predictability based on the quality of the 

following vowel(s) (Payne 1978, Corbera 1994, Overall 2007). 

(17) nuni-kã [nu
n
dik]~[nunik] � (same speaker) 

 do.that-PFV.3.SS 

 ‘having done that’ 

(18) (nuwa) makitʃiki [ba(k)itʃik]~[makitʃik] � (two speakers) 

 ‘one (woman)’ 

There is some preference for denasalising when /m/ or /n/ precedes a diphthong consisting of /a/ plus /i/, /ɨ/ 
or /u/, or double vowels other than /a/. Compare: 

(19) a. mama [mama] 

  ‘mother’ 

 b. mama-u [ma
m
bau] 

  ‘mother-VOC’ 

A nasal consonant at the right edge of the oral span blocks denasalisation in underived roots. 

(20) a. muun but buutut 

  ‘adult’  ‘to cry’ 

 b. nain but idai 

  ‘hill’  ‘tongue’ 

However this is not the case in morphologically complex words. 

(21) batsat-bau-numa [batsat
m
baunum] � 

 live.PL-NR-LOC 

 ‘in the place where they lived’ 

(22) [ahantus diinau ikamyawaʃkam] � 

 ahantu-sã dii-ina-u ikamyawa-ʃakama 

 respect-SBD.3.SS see-IPFV.PL-NR jaguar-ALSO 

 ‘even jaguars respected (him)’ 

Oral allophones are not entirely predictable and there is some lexicalisation/phonemicisation. In some words 

oral phones [
m
b] and [

n
d] are always used, suggesting phonemicisation in progress (Corbera 1994). 

(23) a. dɨka- ‘know’ NEVER *nɨka- 

 b. nuwa ‘woman’ NEVER *duwa 

And paradigms are important: 

(24) a. dawɨ ‘foot’ 

 b. nãw̃� ̃ ‘his/her/our foot’ 
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(25) a. nu-ĩ [nũw̃ĩ] 
  ANA-LOC 

  ‘there’ 

 b. nu-i [duwi] 

  ANA-INSTR 

  ‘with that’ 

In fact, all of the “always nasal” words (like nuwa ‘woman’ above) have an obligatorily oral stop in another 

part of the paradigm; see (29) below. But this alternation is not always the case for “always oral” forms. 

There are no clear examples of minimal pairs contrasting oral and nasal voiced stops, but cf. 

(26) a. uumi tʃutʃuk�-̃na [uumi tʃutʃuk�ñ] � 

  blowgun.GEN tip.3-ACC 

  ‘tip of the blowgun’ 

 b. uumi-i [uu
m
bi] � 

  blowgun-INSTR 

  ‘with a blowgun’ 

 

Vowel denasalisation 

There are two suffixes that always trigger denasalisation of a preceding nasal span, manifested in nasal 

vowels and glides losing their nasal quality. Both denasalising suffixes are of the form /hV/~[ŋ]. 

The two suffixes are a nominal suffix -hu marking 1sg possessor (27, 29); and a verbal suffix -ha, one of a 

set of perfective aspect markers (28, 30). 

(27) ỹãw̃ã ‘dog’ vs. yawa-ŋ ‘my dog’ 

(28) a. ahĩ-a-mu [ahĩãmu] 

  strike-IPFV-NR 

  ‘striking (a match)’ 

 b. ahia-ha-ta [ahiaŋta] 

  strike-PFV-IMP 

  ‘strike a light!’ 

Consonant denasalisation 2 

The denasalising suffixes are generally, but apparently not always, associated with denasalisation of stops 

too 

(29) nuwa ‘woman’ vs. 
n
duwa-ŋ ‘my wife’ 
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(30) niha-a-wa-i vs. 
n
diha-ŋ-ta 

 clean-IPFV-3-DECL  clean-PFV-IMP 

 ‘S/he is cleaning (it)’  ‘clean (it)!’ 

Although both denasalising suffixes have the form /hV/~[ŋ], the effect cannot be phonologically conditioned 

as there are other suffixes of this form that do not trigger denasalisation, cf. -ha ‘1sg’ in (31). 

(31) niha-a-ha-i 

 clean-IPFV-1sg-DECL 

 ‘I am cleaning (it)’ 

Denasalisation of vowels/glides in the nasal span appears to be obligatory, but consonants do not always 

surface as oral. 

(32) [ikiŋma-ŋ-ta] NOT *[ikiŋm
baŋta] 

 wash.hands-PFV-IMP 

 ‘wash your hands!’ 

(33) [kana-ŋ-ta] NOT *[ka
n
daŋta] 

 sleep-PFV-IMP 

 ‘go to sleep!’ 

As with many (most?) cases of Consonant Denasalisation 1, the choice of denasalising or not appears to be 

basically lexically conditioned here, and I have encountered no optional cases. 

Also of note is the fact that /h/ appears to be transparent for the purposes of denasalisation (30), so the 

domain for “oral spreading” is different from that for nasal spreading – remember that /h/ blocked nasal 

spreading. 

Consonant Denasalisation 2 could be considered the same thing as type 1, but this does not explain the 

alternations where the domain is already oral e.g. nuwa vs 
n
duwaŋ. Nothing in the type 1 rule predicts the 

higher likelihood of denasalisation when the suffix is added, unless we accept that somehow the oral vowels 

have become more oral! 

I originally thought that Consonant Denasalisation 2 was obligatory, which contrasts with “optional” type 1 

and could support an analysis involving a three-way distinction between nasal, oral and unmarked spans, cf. 

Barnes (1996). 

Table 3: Idealised realisation of segments in nasality domain 
PROPERTY OF DOMAIN NASAL UNMARKED ORAL 

Realisation of V [+nasal] [-nasal] [-nasal] 

Realisation of /m, n/ [+nasal] [+nasal]~[-nasal] [-nasal] 

 

This analysis is attractive but ultimately unsatisfactory, because of the existence of disharmonic 

consonant/vowel combos in the oral domains (32, 33). Only the nasal prosody would have predictable 

surface forms. 
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Table 4: Actual realisations of segments in nasality domain 
PROPERTY OF DOMAIN NASAL UNMARKED ORAL 

Realisation of V [+nasal] [-nasal] [-nasal] 

Realisation of /m, n/ [+nasal] [+nasal] 

• Partly phonologically 

predictable 

• Lexical marking, more 

likely if there is contrast 

with a denasalised form 

[-nasal] 

• Partly phonologically 

predictable 

[+nasal]~[-nasal] 

• Lexically marked? 

[-nasal] 

• Typically 

[+nasal] 

• Lexically marked? 

 

The net result of the processes outlined above is that there is no simple correlation between nasality and 

orality in consonants and vowels. While nasal [m] and [n] always appear in the context of nasal vowels, they 

may also surface in the context of oral vowels. It is the oral allophones [
m
b] and [

n
d] that have a restricted 

distribution, and are therefore the marked forms. So the analysis would appear to require both nasal 

spreading and oral spreading to take account of the data. 

This suggests that vowel and consonant nasality cannot be analysed as a single phenomenon, and that 

perhaps it would be better to treat the nasal and oral voiced stops as distinct phonemes. This is supported by 

the data to some extent but runs into problems with alternations between the two, which may be 

phonologically or morphologically conditioned or in free variation, and do not always contribute to paradigm 

forming. 

 

So what are we left with…? 

• Phonemicisation: a tendency towards standardisation of oral/nasal phones in particular contexts. 

• Importance of paradigms! Obligatory alternation marks different forms in a paradigm. 

• Orthography: the official orthography includes <b, d> as well as <m, n>, and the forced choice between 

writing an oral or nasal form may contribute to the phonemicisation. Also some speakers use the letter 

<ñ> to represent the glide /y/ in a nasal span, e.g. ñaña ‘rat’ contrasts with yaya ‘star’. 
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Appendix: extra examples presented during the talk 

(i) Three lexemes containing glottal stop: 

 aɨʔaɨt ‘midnight’ 

 ãĩʔãĩ ‘type of bee’ 

 ãĩʔaiŋ (</ãĩʔaiŋku/) ‘type of small carnivore’ 

(ii) Minimal pair involving nasality from /h/: 

 uha- (< Proto-Jivaroan *uha-) ‘tell, inform’ 

 ũh ̃a- (< Proto-Jivaroan *uRa-) ‘open, uncork’ 
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ABL = ablative; ACC = accusative; ALSO = also, even; ANA = anaphoric pronoun; COP = copula; DECL = declarative; DS = 

different subject; GEN = genitive; IMP = imperative; INSTR = instrumental; IPFV = imperfective; LOC = locative; NR = 

nominaliser; PFV = perfective; PL = plural; REDUP = reduplicated; RHET = rhetorical question marker; SBD = subordinate 

verb marker; SS = same subject; TOP = topic; VR = verbaliser 


